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1. Comparison of data classes
We compare the relative performance of all algorithms separately on all data classes. Figure 1 supports this comparison as follows: it is structured as a matrix of tables, one per data class. Each table shows the average visual quality (left column) and average stability (right column) of all algorithms for all datasets in the respective data class. The two columns are sorted separately to show the best-ranking algorithms at the top. Cells show the algorithm names and scores, and are categorically color-coded on the algorithm name, following the same color scheme as in Section 5.2 of the paper. Empty cells indicate data classes for which we did not find datasets. Figure 1 can answer the following practical questions:

Which method is best for my data? Given a family of datasets with known characteristics (feature values), we search for the corresponding cell and pick the top algorithm(s) in visual quality, stability, or a combination of both, depending on the application requirements. When doing this, we should examine the actual values, since several algorithms score quite close to each other.

How is a given algorithm performing in general? We scan the table following the color of the respective algorithm, and detect its rank (with respect to visual quality and/or stability) over all data classes. In this way we can find patterns and outliers in the data for this algorithm: for example, LM0 and LM4 are always near the top in stability, and GIT’s performance on visual quality fluctuates widely depending on the data class.

Which algorithms perform similarly? We locate groups of neighboring rows with the same color pattern in all tables. These indicate algorithms which score similarly regardless of data class.

In general there are a number of insights we can obtain from Figure 1. When we consider only the visual quality, we see that SQR is usually the best for low-weight variance data, but for high weight variance APP is just as often the best algorithm. If the dataset contains only 1 level, SQR performs better, but for the other depth subclasses it depends on the exact data class. If only the stability is important, SND almost always scores best regardless of the data class, but likewise it consistently scores the poorest on visual quality. The state-aware algorithms all perform very well on stability. While LM0 is better in terms of stability than LM4, their exact order as well as their relative order to GIT varies depending on the data class. When considering which algorithm is best for both stability and visual quality, there are no easy answers. There is no algorithm that performs best on both in any of the data classes and hence the answer depends on the desired trade-off and the data class in question.
Figure 1: Relative ranking of treemapping algorithms for all data classes. Each table cell shows algorithms in top-down decreasing order of visual quality (left column) and stability (right column).
2. Data sources vs. data classes

For each data source we show the distribution of the datasets over the different data classes in Figures 2 (World Bank), 3 (GitHub), 4 (Movies), and 5 (Custom). In total there are 2142 datasets from the World Bank, 150 from GitHub, 107 from Movies and 6 from Custom. The large collection of World Bank datasets contains at least one dataset for each data class with at most 3 levels of hierarchy (to which it is inherently limited), and a large enough sample for most of them for the purpose of our experiments. The GitHub and Movies datasets fill in the remaining data classes (with 4+ levels of hierarchy) for which we have data.